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Abstract. In this talk we will survey several decidability and undecidability results on topological properties of self-affine or self-similar fractal
tiles. Such tiles are obtained as fixed point of set equations governed by
a graph. The study of their topological properties is known to be complex in general: we will illustrate this by undecidability results on tiles
generated by multitape automata. In contrast, the class of self affine tiles
called Rauzy fractals is particularly interesting. Such fractals provide geometrical representations of self-induced mathematical processes. They
are associated to one-dimensional combinatorial substitutions (or iterated morphisms). They are somehow ubiquitous as self-replication processes appear naturally in several fields of mathematics. We will survey
the main decidable topological properties of these specific Rauzy fractals
and detail how the arithmetic properties of the substitution underlying
the fractal construction make these properties decidable. We will end
up this talk by discussing new questions arising in relation with continued fraction algorithm and fractal tiles generated by S-adic expansion
systems.

The following survey is mainly inspired by three papers from the authors and
their collaborators [85, 32, 60].

1

Substitutions among mathematics and computer
science

A substitution (sometimes also called iterated morphism) is a combinatorial object which produces sequences by iteration. It is given by a replacement rule of
the letters of a finite alphabet by nonempty, finite words over the same alphabet.
Thus substitutions define an iteration process on a finite set in a natural way: as
we shall detail it below, they appear in many fields of mathematics, theoretical
physics and computer science whenever repetitive processes or replacement rules
occur.
In combinatorics on words, substitutions have been used in order to exhibit
examples of finite words or infinite sequences with very specific or unusual combinatorial properties. The most famous example is the Thue-Morse sequence,

that is, the infinite fixed-point of the substitution σ(1) = 12, σ(2) = 21, which
is the first example of an overlap-free infinite sequence, meaning that it contains
no subword of the shape 1u1u1, where u ∈ {1, 2}∗ [88, 89, 52, 25, 49, 71]. The
famous class of Sturmian sequences, including the famous Fibonacci substitution, is also strongly related to the composition of substitutions in relation with
continued fraction expansion (see [49, Chapter 6]). Their combinatorial properties are particularly interesting, in terms of minimal complexity as well as in
terms of representation of discrete lines. A sub-class of sturmian sequences with
a quadratic irrational ratio are even proved to be a fixed point of a substitution
[93]. More generally, the use of substitutions to describe discrete planes in R3 has
proved to be very useful in discrete geometry to decide algorithmically whether
a discrete patch is a part of a given discrete plane [12, 28, 48].
Since the time when they first appeared, substitutions have also been deeply
related to number theory. For instance, in the field of diophantine approximation,
substitutions produce transcendental numbers which can be approximated by
cubic algebraic integers only in a very bad way [82]; the description of greedy
expansions of reals in noninteger base [5, 90] by means of substitutions also
results in best approximation characterizations [53, 71]. The Cobham Theorem
[41] also constitutes a strong bridge between substitutions and number theory
and allows one to derive deep transcendence properties: the real numbers with
continued fraction expansions given by the Thue-Morse sequence, the BaumSweet sequence [22] or the Rudin-Shapiro sequence [83] are all transcendental,
the proof being based on the “substitutive” structure of these sequences [1].
Substitutions also appear in theoretical physics in connection with quasicrystals, a class of crystals with forbidden symmetry [34, 72, 84]. Roughly, a solid is
usually considered as a quasicrystal when it has an essentially discrete diffraction diagram. From a more combinatorial point of view, a quasicrystal is given
by an aperiodic but repetitive structure that plays the role of the lattice in
the theory of crystalline structures. Mathematically, we then speak of Meyer
sets which are obtained by employing the cut-and-project scheme [77]. In the
one-dimensional case, a well-studied family of Meyer sets is given by analogs
of the integers in radix representations with respect to a non-integral base, in
relation with sturmian sequences [51]. In higher-dimensional cases, however, the
situation becomes much more difficult. The well-known Penrose tiling is a quasicrystal since it has essentially discrete diffraction diagram, but defining a wide
class of examples of quasicrystals is an open question [10, 62, 63, 81]. Good candidates for cut-and-project schemes (hence, quasicrystals) are given by discrete
approximations of planes that are orthogonal to Pisot directions [11, 23] and
can be generated from one-dimensional substitutions with continued fraction algorithms [11, 56]. Following this construction process, focusing on the periodic
cases—an analog to the quadratic case within the sturmian family—it has been
proved that substitutions provide relevant classes of examples for such Meyer sets
in the multi-dimensional case, resulting in explicit examples of atomic structures
(or point sets) with a relevant discrete diffraction diagram [30].

Another independent reason for the introduction of substitutions is related
to dynamical systems, and more precisely to the field of symbolic dynamics, that
is, the study of dynamical systems by coding their orbits as infinite sequences;
to this matter, a complicated dynamics over a quite simple space is replaced
by a simple dynamics (the shift mapping) over an intricate but combinatorial
space made of infinite sequences. For the complete class of dynamical systems
for which past and future are disjoint, the symbolic dynamical systems are particularly simple: they are described by a finite number of forbidden words, and
they are called shifts of finite type [68]. A partition that induces a coding from
a dynamical system onto such a shift of finite type is called a Markov partition
[3]. The existence of Markov partitions is extremely useful in studying many
dynamical properties (especially statistical ones); they are used for instance in
analytic number theory of in dynamical systems [36, 4]. Explicit Markov partitions, however, are generally known only for hyperbolic automorphisms of the
two-dimensional torus [3], and they have rectangular shapes. In higher dimensions, a slightly different behavior appears since several results attest that the
contracting boundary of a member of a Markov partition cannot be smooth [37,
40]. In this setting, substitutions have been proved to be useful to construct
explicit Markov partitions, based on generalized radix representations with a
matrix as base (derived from the substitutions) [63, 65–67, 78] or referring to
two-dimensional iteration processes (discrete planes construction processes discussed above) [14, 55].
In contrast to shifts of finite type we mention highly ordered self-similar systems with zero entropy, which can be defined as systems where the large-scale
recurrence structure is similar to the small-scale recurrence structure, or more
precisely, as systems which are topologically conjugate to their first return mapping on a particular subset. Importantly, such dynamical systems connected to
all fields described above: they appear as a return mapping of the expanding
flow onto the contracting manifold for hyperbolic toral automorphisms with a
unique expanding direction [20] (in relation with dynamical systems and Markov
partitions); they allow one to generate infinite sequences with interesting combinatorial features (in relation with combinatorics of words); they provide a
construction of points sets for quasicristals (in relation with theoretical physics);
they also allow one to describe non unique greedy expansions of reals in non integer basis. From their self-similar structure, their symbolic dynamical systems
are naturally generated by substitutions [49, 79]. Therefore, substitutions appear
to be ubiquitous to describe self-repetitive mathematical processes.

Paper organization. In Section 2 we define Rauzy fractals and explain how
they are used in the study of one-dimensional substitution dynamics. We highlight how the topological properties of these sets are used to study substitutions
under several different viewpoints. In Section 3 we describe a general framework to study fractal objects, namely graph-directed iterated function systems
(GIFS). This class of objects includes Rauzy fractals. We see that many natural
topological properties are undecidable in this framework. In Section 4 we give

several examples of properties which are undecidable in the GIFS framework,
but which are in decidable for the particular family of Rauzy fractals, and we
briefly describe the main ideas behind some of the algorithms. In Section 5 we
consider the more general problem of understanding the infinite family of systems generated by all the products of substitutions from a given finite set, and
how we can extend the existing tools to study study such families.

2

The geometry of one-dimensional substitutions

In the world of substitutions, geometrical objects appeared in 1982 in the work
of Rauzy [80], to build a domain exchange in R2 that generalizes the theory of
interval exchange transformations [61, 92].
To each substitution one can associate an incidence matrix M = (mij ) in
a natural way. Indeed, mij counts the occurrences of the letter i in σ(j). To
build a Rauzy fractal, we restrict to the case of unit Pisot substitutions, i.e.,
substitutions whose incidence matrix is primitive and has a Pisot unit as a
dominant eigenvalue.
An approach to build a Rauzy fractal is based on formal power series and
projections of broken lines to hyperplanes and is inspired by Rauzy’s seminal
paper [80]. The principle is to consider a periodic point for the substitution,
then to represent this sequence as a stair (also called “broken line”) in Rn ,
where n denotes the size of the alphabet on which the substitution acts. The
next step is to project the vertices of the stair onto the contracting subspace of
the incidence matrix. Since the projection is performed on a contracting stable
space of the matrix, and the object that was projected is a periodic point of the
substitution (and, hence, “contracted” by the incidence matrix) the closure of
the projection is a compact set. A final step consists in drawing several colors
with respect to the direction used in the stair to arrive on each vertex before the
projection, and we get the Rauzy fractal.
The standard example is given by the so-called Tribonacci substitution defined as σ(1) = 12, σ(2) = 13, σ(3) = 1 which was first studied by Rauzy [80].
Projecting the “broken line” related to the unique fixed point of the Tribonacci
substitution to the two-dimensional contracting plane yields a nice fractal picture, the so-called classical Rauzy fractal T which is depicted in Figure 1 with its
subtiles T (1) (largest subtile), T (2) (middle size subtile), T (3) (smallest subtile).
Since this compact set is obtained from the fixed point of the substitution, the
self-replication properties of the fixed point have geometrical consequences: we
represent the contracting space as the complex plane C. Denote by α one of the
two complex conjugate roots of the characteristic polynomial of the substitution
matrix X 3 − X 2 − X − 1; one has |α| < 1. With help of α, the Rauzy fractal can
be written as graph directed iterated function system in the sense of [73] as


T (1) = α(T (1) ∪ T (2) ∪ T (3)),
T (2) = αT (1) + 1,


T (3) = αT (2) + 1.

Fig. 1. The classical Rauzy fractal with its subtiles (left), and their self-affine decompositions (left).

Hence, each subtile is a finite union of translated contracted copies of subtiles.
The contraction is given by the Galois conjugate α (of modulus < 1), while the
translations depend on the structure of the substitution.
The main reason for the frequent use of Rauzy fractals in the literature is that
the iterative procedure to generate infinite words with the help of a substitution
is often shifted to a geometric framework and reflects in self-similarity properties
that can be studied. Then, the main questions to be investigated in each domain
can be interpreted as questions related to the topology of the Rauzy fractal and
its tiling properties.
In number theory, diophantine properties are induced by properties of a distance function to a specific broken line [53] related to the Rauzy fractal and
the size of the largest ball contained in it. Finiteness properties of digit representations in numeration systems with non-integer base are related to the fact
that 0 is an inner point of the Rauzy fractal [9]. More generally, the identification of those real numbers who has a periodic expansion in non-integer basis
is strongly related to the study of the intersection of the fractal boundary with
appropriate lines [2, 6]. Rauzy fractals also allow one to characterize purely periodic orbits of representations in numeration systems w.r.t. non-integer base,
and yield certain generalizations of Galois’ theorem [57, 30, 27]. In discrete geometry, there are numerous relations between generalized Rauzy fractals and
discrete planes as studied for instance in [13]. The shape of pieces generating a
discrete plane is tightly related to the shape of Rauzy fractals. On the dynamical system viewpoint, Rauzy fractals allow one to explicitly build the largest
spectral factor induced by a substitutive dynamical system. Explicit Markov
partitions for hyperbolic automorphisms of tori are constructed for instance in
[55, 78], actually using Rauzy fractals. Importantly, in this setting, connectivity
properties of Rauzy fractals are crucial to establish generator properties of the
Markov partition [3]. In tiling theory, Rauzy fractals are used to represent the
tiling flow and to prove that substitutive systems are expanding foliations of the
space tiling [17].
For all these reasons, a thorough study of the topological properties of Rauzy
fractals have appeared to be of great importance. There have been quite many

contributions on this field in the last decade, establishing that many topological
properties are semi-decidable. In the following, we will illustrate why such decidability results are somehow quite unexpected with respect to the most general
study of self-affine tiles.

3

Undecidability of GIFS topological properties

In order to investigate more formally the topological properties of Rauzy fractals,
we will consider these compact sets in the larger family of graph-directed function
systems (GIFS).
One of the most common ways to define fractals is to use an iterated function
system (IFS), defined by a finite collection of maps f1 , . . . , fn : Rd → Rd which
are all contracting: there exists 0 ≤ c < 1 such that kfi (x) − fi (y)k ≤ ckx − yk
for all x, y ∈ Rd . The associated fractal, called the attractor of the IFS, is the
unique nonempty compact set R such that
R=

n
[

fi (R).

i=1

Such a set R always exists and is unique thanks to a famous result of Hutchinson [54], based on an application of Banach fixed-point theorem; see also [46]
or [21]. For example, the classical Cantor set can be defined as the unique compact set X ⊆ R satisfying the set equation X = 13 X ∪ ( 13 X + 23 ), and the
Sierpiński triangle can defined as the unique compact set X ⊆ R2 satisfying
X = 12 X ∪ ( 12 X + (1/2, 0)) ∪ ( 12 X + (0, 1/2)).
A natural generalization of IFS can be obtained by restricting which infinite
sequences of maps (fin )n∈N we are allowed to iterate. One of the simplest such
restrictions is to require the set of allowed sequence (in )n∈N to be the language
of the infinite paths of a finite graph. Doing so we can give a new definition: a
d-dimensional graph-directed iterated function system (GIFS) [74] is a directed
graph in which each edge e is labelled by a contracting mapping fe : Rd → Rd .
It can be shown by a fixed point argument that given a GIFS (G, {fe }e∈E )
there exists a unique collection of non-empty compact sets {Rq }q∈Q such that
Rq =

[

[

fe (Rr ),

q∈Q e∈Eq,r

where Q is the set of vertices of the directed graph defining the GIFS, and Eq,r
denote the set of edges from vertex q to vertex r. The sets Ri are called GIFS
attractors or solutions of the GIFS. Note that the uniqueness statement does
not hold for general sets, but only for non-empty compact sets [45].
In other words, the GIFS attractors are the solution of a set equation. Indeed,
we are in presence of a collection of finitely many compact sets {R1 , . . . , Rq } such
that each set Ri can be decomposed as a union of contracted copies of itself and
the other sets Rj .

Many works are focused on the more specific family of self-affine attractors,
in which the contractions fi must be affine (of the form Mi x + vi where Mi
is a d × d matrix and vi ∈ Rd ), or the even more constrained family of selfsimilar attractors, in which the fi must be similarities (of the form ax + vi where
a ∈ [0, 1[ and vi ∈ Rd ).
Self-affine attractors are intensively studied, and many results are known
about some particular families. For example the Hausdorff dimension of BedfordMcMullen carpets admits an exact simple formula [24, 75], and similar results
about the fractal dimension or the Lebesgue measure of some other classes exist [64, 47, 18, 35, 50]. Moreover, there is an “almost sure” formula for the packing
and Hausdorff dimension in the self-similar case [44].
Despite all the positive results stated above, the notorious difficulty of selfaffine sets suggests that there cannot exist any simple criteria to decide such
properties in full generality. From a computer-theoretical point of view, this
would correspond to undecidability results of the type: “there cannot be an
algorithm that, given input an IFS specified by rational coefficients, determines
if Property X holds for the IFS attractor”, where “Property X” can be any IFS
attractor property we are interested in. One could naturally expect a Rice-like
theorem stating that every nontrivial property of GIFS attractor is undecidable,
but such a statement does not hold. For example, the property of being equal
to a singleton is nontrivial and decidable.
A first undecidability result has been established by Dube [42]: it is undecidable if the attractor of a rational 2-dimensional affine IFS intersects the diagonal
{(x, x) : x ∈ [0, 1]}.
In [60], the undecidability of some topological properties of self-affine graphdirected iterated function systems is established. More precisely, the authors
prove that deciding whether the attractor of a 2-dimensional, 3-state affine GIFS
has an empty interior is undecidable. In addition, deciding whether the intersection of two GIFS attractors Rq ∩ Rq0 has empty interior is also undecidable.
To do so, the authors rely on the approach of Dube [42] and associate selfaffine sets with computational devices called multitape automata, which are finite
automata acting on several tapes, with an independent head reading each tape.
Then they relate some properties of the automaton with topological properties
of its associated attractor, and they obtain the undecidability of the latter by
proving the undecidability of the former.

4

Decidability of Rauzy fractals properties

Eq. 2 shows that Rauzy fractals also belong to the class of GIFS. In general, a
Rauzy fractal associated with a substitution σ on the alphabet A satisfies the
set equation:
[
∀ i ∈ A, T (i) =
h(T (j)) + π(p) .
(1)
j∈A,
σ(j)=pis

Where h is a contraction map and π a mapping from A∗ to the Euclidean space
where the fractal lives. The graph with nodes in A and with edges described by

the relation σ(j) = pis is the so-called prefix-suffix graph. It describes the way
images of letters under σ can be decomposed [39, 38]. The mappings in the GIFS
are contracting, thus the nonempty compact sets T (i) satisfying Eq. 2 (and more
generally Eq. 1) are uniquely determined [73]. They always satisfy the following
properties:
– The direction of the expanding eigenvector of the incidence matrix is irrational [39].
– T as well as T (i) is compact [73].
– T as well as T (i) is the closure of its interior and has a non-zero measure
[87, 32].
– The subtiles T (i) induce a self-replicating multiple tiling of the contracting
plane [15].
Similarly to the families studied in [44], the Hausdorff dimension of the
boundary of a planar Rauzy fractal can be computed if its corresponding Pisot
eigenvalue has complex conjugates, because the associated GIFS is then selfsimilar [85]. However, no formula is known if the two conjugates of the Pisot
eigenvalue are real, because then their norms are not equal, so the GIFS is selfaffine but not self-similar. This is in agreement with the known difficulty of the
study of self-affine sets.
On the contrary, the study of inner points and intersection between tiles is
at the opposite of multitape automata: indeed, there are several algorithms to
decide if the tiles of the Rauzy fractal of a unimodular Pisot substitution σ
do not overlap, that is, if they intersect on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. In
the case of Rauzy fractals, this is equivalent to having intersection with empty
interior. It follows that the undecidable property that is stated for 2-dimensional,
3-state affine GIFS [60] is actually decidable for the case of Rauzy fractals (see
the review in [32]). This is not contradictory since the family of Rauzy fractals
GIFS is disjoint from the family of the GIFS associated with multitape automata
for which undecidability results are proved. Indeed, negative powers of integers
cannot be the expansion factors of a Rauzy fractal GIFS, which, in opposition,
is always the case for multitape automata GIFS.
More generally, it has been proved that many topological properties or Rauzy
fractals are actually decidable.
– Checking whether the origin is an inner point of T is decidable [85].
– Checking whether the Rauzy fractal generates self-similar tiling of the plane
is decidable [17, 43, 58, 69, 70, 86, 7, 8].
– The box-counting dimension of the fractal boundary of the Rauzy fractal
and its subtiles is computable. In the self-similar case, this allows computing
the Haussorf-dimension [91, 85].
– Checking the connectivity of T and T (i) is semi-decidable.
– Verifying that T (i) is homeomorphic to a closed disk is semi-decidable.
– The non-triviality of the fundamental group of T is also semi-decidable, as
well as the property of uncountability and being not free.

The underlying idea in all criteria is to match the structure of the graph
directed iterated function system that defines the central tile with its tiling
properties. All criteria make use and are expressed in terms of graphs. The
graphs we are using to formulate and prove such results contain the structure of
intersections of two or more tiles in the (multiple) tilings induced by the Rauzy
fractal T and its subtiles T (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). If the subtiles induce a tiling, they
provide a description of the boundaries of the subtiles T (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
even permit to draw these boundaries in an easy way. Other graphs encode the
connectivity of the Rauzy fractal, its subtiles as well as of certain pieces of their
boundary.

5

Extending the framework of Rauzy fractals

As detailed below, topological properties of Rauzy fractals are now well understood and can be checked for each single Pisot unit substitution. Nonetheless,
these decidability results rely on the construction of graphs which are deeply dependent on the combinatorics of the substitution and the algebraic properties of
its incidence matrix. This raises a strong issue when one wishes to address general
results about families of substitutions. Then, the decidability issue becomes: Is
there an algorithm that, given a finite family of substitutions, determines whether
Property X holds for the Rauzy fractal of every finite product of substitutions in
the input family of substitutions? This is for example how Arnoux-Rauzy substitutions are constructed [16]. More generally, two-dimensional continued fraction
algorithms (Brun and Jacobi-Perron continued fraction algorithms) defined as
piecewise fractional maps produce product families of three-letter substitutions
which seems to have relevant invariant topological properties [26].
To address such decidability questions about product families of substitutions, new frameworks need to be developed. Two main trends are studied nowadays. First, relying on the mathematical study of proximality and homoclinic
return points in tiling flows, Barge proved the product family of β-substitutions,
Brun substitutions and Jacobi-Perron substitutions all generate aperiodic tilings,
meaning that their boundary can be approximated as the Haussdorf limit of
polygonal transformations [19]. Second, the construction and study of local twodimensional substitution rules to generate Rauzy fractals allow to study generic
topological properties: for instance, these techniques allow one to solve the decidability problem of connectivity for Rauzy fractals associated to the product
families of Arnoux-Rauzy, Brun and Jacobi-Perron substitutions (which is decidable), and simple-connectivity (which in non-decidable) [59, 27]. As an application of this result, it becomes possible to elucidate which two-dimensional
toral translation can be represented by a symbolic substitutive system, an extension of the representation of one-dimensional toral translation by sturmian
sequences. Such a framework has also been successfully applied to a problem in
discrete geometry about the critical thickness at which an arithmetic discrete
plane is 2-connected [29].

Another raising issue is the study of fractal tiles generated by substitutionlike processes although they do not exactly fit with the framework of Rauzy
fractals or GIFS. In this trend, we mention tiles generated by non unit numbers
[76] or SRS-numerations systems [31], that have intricate properties, and tiles
generated by infinite compositions of substitution (S-adic) framework [33]. In
both cases, all remains to be done in terms of decidability problems. Indeed, in
most cases, the basis algebraic properties of the underlying systems (i.e., rational independency of translation vectors in the GIFS), or the basic topological
properties (i.e. the fractal has a non empty interior, 0 is a inner point) cannot
be established in general. Such properties will deserve algorithmic studies and
pave the way to very exciting novel issues to address.
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